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Overview

The Score/Crush Cut Knife Holder is designed for cutting materials by using the crush cut method.

Standard features of the Knife Holder:

Precision ground and hardened side plates, knife blade manufactured from high-alloy steel, 19 or 

22mm ball bearing, tempered steel fork assembly, spring loaded dovetail clamp, braid-reinforced air hose, and 

quick-disconnect air coupling (American or European style).

Different Blade types used to convert materials:

Score-cut/Crush cut (Standard) 

Perforating 

Pinking 

Thin-rim score-cut/crush cut 

Custom-made, special use 

Cutting Choices:

Score / Crush Cut

Razor Cut 

Hot Cut 
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Basic Knife Holder Information

The Knife Holder width determines the material cut 
width when placed side by side

Correct installation alignment when mounting the holder 
on the machine’s Dovetail Bar is critical for achieving a 
proper cut.   

The Blade type, Angle, Edge Radius and Air Pressure 
determines the material cut results.

Regular maintenance and care will lengthen the life of 
the Knife Holder and provide long service life.
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Products

Knife Holder Styles Available

•American/Standard -- Model 28 

•European -- Model 34 

•European -Shorter-Modified -- Model 32 

•Available Knife Holder widths:

•3/8”

•1/2”

• 10mm

• 12mm

Knife Banks available:

The Knife Bank is a precision assembly of Knife Holders which gives exact-
cut widths and overall web-width accuracy. The Knife Bank is designed to 
attach to the Dovetail Bar of converting machinery. This pre-assembly of 
holders enables one-step setup and thus reduces downtime while ensuring 
accurate, pre-planned cuts. 

Individual parts are available for in-house maintenance/replacement to ensure 
a long, usable working life of the knife holder.
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MODEL 28 SCORE/CRUSH CUT 

KNIFE HOLDER DIMENSIONS

DRAWING IS PROVIDED FOR CUT 

WIDTH & MACHINE SETUP

MODEL 28 SCORE/CRUSH CUT KNIFE HOLDER



To prevent blade damage, use minimal air pressure to extend the blade gradually down onto the 

Anvil Roll.  Gradually increase the air pressure until desired cut is achieved.

Generic Score / Crush Cut Knife Holder Setup
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Burris Machine Company - Knife Banks

Burris Machine Company has received a patent on its combination Knife Bank/Knife Holder technology (design, components and assembly).

The Burris Knife Bank is a precision assembly of Knife Holders which gives exact-cut widths and overall web-width accuracy. The Knife Bank is 

designed to attach to the Dovetail Bar of converting machinery. One of the unique features of Burris's patented design allows the customer's maintenance 

personnel to service individual Knife Holders within the Knife Bank assembly. By having the ability to access the internal parts of individual Knife 

Holders without disassembly of the Knife Bank, the customer prevents any disturbance of the Knife Bank's precision spacing and alignment.

These productivity enhancing, converting components are built to customer specifications by skilled machine craftsmen. Replacement parts are available 

for extra long service life. For wider webs, multiple banks can be designed for side-by-side fit. 

Why Invest in a Knife Bank?

• Pre-assembly enables one-step setup 

• Change over downtime is reduced 

•Simplicity of setup allows utilization of less-skilled labor 

• Precision-machined spacing ensures predictable, accurate cuts 

• Material loss is minimized 

• Time and money is saved 

• Individual Knife Holders can be accessed for maintenance without 

disassembly of the Knife Bank 

• Competitively priced 

• Length/web-width of the Knife Bank 

• Number of score-cut knives per bank Number of Knife Holders (typically 2 - 32)

• Can have side-by-side fit of Knife Bank units for wide web machines

• Style of Knife Holder (American or European) Model 28, 32 or 34 

• Width of each individual Knife Holder and type of blade Non-uniform spacing of

Knife Holders available 

• Quick-release dovetail bar clamps on Knife Holders in Knife Bank 

• Choices of hose assemblies with American or European style air fittings
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WHAT IS THE ADVANTAGE OF USING A KNIFE BANK ?

INFORMATION TO BE SPECIFIED FOR QUOTES / ORDERS



KNIFE HOLDER UPDATES
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The Fork Assembly is now a machined

part to allow for a more precision assembly.

The modification of removing the Pins,  

reduces any interference that may occur 

between the Springs and the Stop Blocks. 

The New Lockdown Pad design is based on a combination of the best 

features between the previous Swivel Lockdown Screw and the original 

Clamp Pawl. The new design looks similar to the Clamp Pawl and is 

attached to the screw in a similar manner as the Swivel End. 

The Lockdown Pad rests against the Dovetail Bar at an angle that permits 

the most accurate alignment possible. It is also designed to recess back 

inside the holder when being removed from the Dovetail Bar.

FORK ASSEMBLY MODIFICATIONS

NEW KNIFE HOLDER LOCKDOWN PAD



Converting Application Q & A

How is fracture stress created?

The web is forced through the nip point of a sharp, but radiused circular blade loaded against a hardened anvil roller. The perpendicular force 

creates high stresses under the focused contact area or footprint, creating sufficient stress to fracture the web.

What causes debris?

A crystalline material, such as diamond, can be crack cleanly along the crystalline structure, fracturing with minimal debris. Webs are not 

crystalline, so cracks tend to split and cross other cracks leaving free particles (dust and debris).  

When will Score / Crush cutting fail to cut a product?

If crush knife doesn’t create high enough stresses, due to either too little load, too large of contact area (dull knife), the web will fail to fracture. 

If either the knife is chipped or anvil roller is damaged, the cut will fail if the blade loses contact with the anvil roller.

What causes poor slit edge quality?

Relative to razor and shear slitting, crush slitting is a duller process, tending to create more slitting dust. Crush slitting blades are much wider 

than razor blades, requiring more web deformation as the blade moves through the web towards contact with the anvil roller and as the web is 

pushed lateral as it passed by the contact zone. 

What causes width variations?

If the crush blade or blade holder bends or wobbles, the cut point will shift, changing the dimension from one slit point to another. As with any 

slitting method, tension variations will create a width difference between tensioned and un-tensioned web, especially with low modulus webs 

and many knitted or woven products.

How to maintain a Quality Cut?

Perform periodic maintenance on the holder by proper lubrication and replacing any worn Bearings, or Axles. Blades must be changed when 

the cutting edge wares below the required radius. External parts may be replaced should the holder over time, lose it’s ability to maintain 

proper downward pressure on the web.

Recommended Air Pressure: No more than 10 lbs. over the pressure required to cut materials with a new blade is recommended. The lowest 

amount of Air Pressure used (40-60 psi) will preserve the life of the blade, knife holder and anvil roll.
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Knife Blade Sharpening Services

For Score Cut and Shear Cut Knives

Depending on the blade style, sharpening existing blades can result in 

saving as much as 30-50% of the cost of new blades!!!

Burris Machine Company Sharpening Services: 

•Are Very Economical

•Are performed by expert, trained Machinists

•Allow Precision Re-sharpening

•Result in Minimum Reduction of Blade Diameter

•Provide fast turn-around on blades

Note: See  Knife Blade Sharpening info on Burris Website

“New, high-tech equipment allows precision re-sharpening”
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BLADE USE AND APPLICATIONS FOR SCORE/CRUSH CUT CONVERTING

Score cut (or “crush cut”) blades are available in many types. They are designed to work by being forced   against a hardened

slitting mandrel, sometimes referred to as an “anvil roll”.
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Most knife holders are designed to use 3.0” diameter blades. There are blades of many different thickness’ used in the 

converting industry. The most common standard angles are 45* , 30* and 60*.  Most thin materials will cut well with 

either of these angles. When cutting thicker materials, or one that produces a lot of friction, it may be better to use a 

30* angle, or better yet, a thin-rim blade with a 30* angle. Which angle is best can be determined by 

experimentation. 

“Standard” blades may be the best choice for many materials as well, such as: light metal foils, paper, plastic film, 

etc. Light rubber materials may require a “thin-rim” blade. It is virtually impossible to recommend the best blades to 

use in every application.

Because of the knife to the platen roll contact, the 

score cutter must have  a cutting edge radius.

The various materials to be slit will have different densities, 

abrasiveness and thickness, so it is apparent that the proper bevel angle 

and edge radius be used to obtain the best results. Experience shows 

that a 30* included angle, .002-.004 edge radius is more suited for 

abrasive non-woven. The section below shows various cutter edges and 

materials as a starting point in the selection of a cutter edge. 



Quick Clamps can be 

purchased as a separate item 
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MODEL 28 BACK PULL-OUT HOLDER



Hot Cut Application

Hot Cut Assembly for 

Converting Textile Products. 

THE UNIT ENABLES WOVEN OR NONWOVEN PRODUCTS TO BE CUT AND SEALED IN ONE OPERATION. THIS 

STYLE OF CONVERTING CAN BE MORE COST EFFECTIVE THAN ULTRASONIC CUTTING. 

Industrial production Hot Cut System consist of a Knife Holder, Hot Element (90 watt, 120 watt or 140 watt available), Hot 

Element Carrier and Power Supply.

Cuts and seals in one operation, up to 1500 degrees Fahrenheit 

12 volt system for system safety (Same as the battery in a car)

Hot Element and Score knife are interchangeable 

Hot Cut Setup Diagram

Hot Cut Assembly 
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Blade Lubricator Attachment

The New Blade Lubricator Attachment is designed to assist with Adhesive Buildup on the Score / Crush Blade.

The Lubricator Attachment will help keep the buildup to a minimum by simply saturating the felt pad with a light 

oil such as WD-40® or similar fluids.

( Note: Lubricant is not included with the purchase of the Blade Lubricator Attachment )
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KNIFE HOLDER INSTRUCTION SHEET

A Knife Holder parts replacement instruction 

sheet is sent with every knife holder to ensure 

proper care and maintenance. 
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Slitting Roll Sleeves 
Our Slitting Roll Sleeves are made from high carbon, chrome alloy steel, which hardens 

completely through the sections normally required for this service. Repeated grinding will not 

expose soft areas, as is the case on sleeves which have been carburized or case hardened. 

The bores and OD's of these sleeves are concentric within .001 total indicator reading.  

The ends are ground square with the axis. 63-64 RC hardness  

TO ORDER: Give Part # from table OR specify dimensions A, B, C, T  

 

        

Item #  Dusenbery  
Diamter 

A  

Diamter 

B  

Length 

C  

Keyway 

T  
 

501 

502 

503 

504  

272001 

272002 

272003 

272004  

4.002"/ 

4.003"  

3.0020"/ 

3.0025"  

08" 

09" 

10" 

11"  

3/8" x 3/16" 

(w x d) 

for all sleeves 

501-518  

 

505 

506 

507 

508 

509  

   

12" 

13" 

14" 

15" 

16"  

  

510 

511 

512 

513  

272005 

272006 

272007 

272009  

6.252"/ 

6.253"  

5.0030"/ 

5.0035"  

08" 

09" 

10" 

11"  

  

514 

515 

516 

517 

518  

   

12" 

13" 

14" 

15" 

16"  

  

520 

521 

522 

523 

524 

525  

272010 

272011  

9.312"/ 

9.313"  

8.2530"/ 

8.2535"  

10" 

11" 

12" 

13" 

14" 

15"  

None   

 

 

                         

Scoring of the Anvil Roll will 

occur over time during normal 

operations. Sleeves . High rates 

of air pressure will cause wear 

more quickly. Replacing the  

individual Anvil Sleeves is less 

expensive than replacing a new 

Anvil Roller.

Our Slitting Roll Sleeves are made from high carbon, chrome alloy steel, which hardens completely through the sections 

normally required for this service. Repeated grinding will not expose soft areas, as is the case on sleeves which have been 

carburized or case hardened.

The bores and OD's of these sleeves are concentric within .001 total indicator reading. 

The ends are ground square with the axis. 63-64 RC hardness 

TO ORDER: Give Part # from table OR specify dimensions A, B, C, T 

Anvil Roll

Slitting Roll 

Sleeves
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KNIFE HOLDER PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Knife Holder Blade Guard Razor Blade Adaptor & Guard

Replacement Parts Kit

Air Hose Assemblies & Parts

Blade Removal Tool

Knife Servicing Tool
Blade Lubricator

Blades

New & Sharpened Blade Lubricator

Knife Holder Parts
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